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the skill. As skill in the use of the hands increases the
number of accessory movements such as kicks o! the feet
decreases. There seems to be a trend toward economy of
movement. Beginning during the second month with a
vigorous waving of the arms in the vicinity of the object,
development proceeds along the following general lines:
closer approach to the object, contact with it, primitive
squeeze, hand grasp, palm grasp, forefinger grasp. At the
end of the sixth month more than half of the children exam-
ined by Gesell and Thompson13 showed an "unmistakable
thumb opposition'* in clasping a cube. By the ninth month
practically all normal babies have learned to reach for, pick
up, and hold objects of suitable sizes.
The course of learning, however, does not run smooth.
For several weeks it sometimes seems as though the baby '
learned nothing.    There may be repeated reversals in the
sequence but the general trend is forward.
During the second year he manipulates things with in-
creasing skill. He can pull off his cap and stockings, open
boxes, unscrew the lids of jars, put pegs into holes, scribble,
draw a straight line on paper, turn the leaves of books one
at a time, build a tower four or five blocks high. The two-
year-old will really play with toys instead of just "hustling
things around." In the sand pile he learns to dig and to fill
and empty little cups and pails. He will make mud pies,
pull little wagons, steer his kiddy car around a chair, sweep
with his little broom, and work in the garden with his littlfe
rake and shovel.
He should also engage in helpful activities. Even a two-
year-old, if patiently taught, can help his mother. When
being dressed he can learn to put his arms and legs through
the proper openings. He can be taught to set the table* One
baby mischievously removed all the dishes after his mother
had set it. Both processes require the same motor ability.
The problem is to make the useful activity more satisfying
to him than the annoying one. He should feed himself from
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